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Bat Box 2F

Common Noctule Bat at the entrance hole of a 2F Bat
Box

Species such as the Lesser Noctule and the Common Noctule, as well as Daubenton’s, Nathusius’s Pipistre

Bechstein’s Bat, are typical representatives of Bats that live in woods and forests. They prefer Bat Boxes as

as in nature they prefer, for example, woodpecker cavities and hollow tree branches. However, as old, disea

tend not to be available or rather are removed from managed forests, natural roosts for Bats have become s

can provide a remedy and are readily accepted by the animals. So-called “House Bats” are mainly those tha

buildings, for example, in roller shutter boxes, behind window shutters, niches and gaps. These are, above a

Mouse-Eared and Pipistrelle Bats. These Bats prefer, for example, flat boxes or round boxes with several ha

partitions.

This general purpose Bat Box is ideally suited as an introduction to Bat protection. At the same time it is a re

resting and temporary roost. The textured and spherical interior roof area allows the Bats to hang optimally.

not occupied after several years for whatever reason, e.g. due to a non-species-appropriate biotope structu

converted into a Type 2M Nest Box by replacing the front panel. Providing accommodation for a large numb

offering good value for money, this Bat Box should be an integral part of any measures to protect these anim

The front panel can be removed for inspection and cleaning.

Material: SCHWEGLER Wood-Concrete Nest Box. Hanger: steel, galvanised.

Fixing: Can be installed in a tree or on buildings, minimum height 3 to 4 metres. Ensure that a clear horizon

provided for the Bats. To ensure optimum accommodation, the Bat Box should be cleaned once or twice a y

droppings should be removed.

External Dimensions: ∅ 16 cm.

Hight: 33 cm.

Weight: approx. 3.8 kg.

Includes: Nest box, hanger and aluminium nail.

Bestellnummer: 00 134/4
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Bat Box 2F (universal)
can be converted into a Bird Nest Box
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e than 75 years, Schwegler has been one of the most trusted brands in Europe for bird conservation equipment and nature conservation products.

Schwegler

2F installation

Related Products

Bat Box 2F with double front

panel

Bat Box 2FN (custom-built) Small Bat Box 3FN Flat Bat Box 1FF NEW! Flat B

(without ad

hatch)


